Proof. We assume for convenience that a = -b < 0. We will prove that the even part of F(x), f(x), is analytic at x = 0. An analogous proof holds for the odd part of F(x), and the analyticity of F(x) thereby follows. We begin by noting that f(x) is itself regularly monotonie on 0 < x < b. The following lemma is strategic for our proof.
Lemma. // f{n)(x) < 0, f(n+l)( (1) RM = ---fV" >(;)(* -t)n-ldt.
A sufficient condition for the Lemma to be true is that (2) -f<"\t)-ll^lf("+i\t)>0 n f or t on (0, x). Since /("+I)(r) > 0, replacing m by 1 in (2) yields a sufficient condition for (2) to be true; namely
or, if we write g for / ,
By Rolle's theorem there exists a if on (t, x) such that Frequently /" and /"+1 are both > 0 (or both < 0) (else eventually sign (/(n)) = (-1)" ==> / is polynomial). Rewriting (1) as (6) r (*).,-£-Cf^Kxùd-ù^-^dt, " (»-«! J 0 then for, say, f*$ and /"¿ + U > 0 and x > 0, one has n ■ (7) Q<R (x)<--(1f(niXb't)(l-t)ni-1dt, "i "(22.-1)! "'O
